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Section A: General and Specific Concerns
Part A: Education
Q1- What are your concerning regarding to returnees?
A: Education please express your views.
P1- Respondent number one said that their major problem relating to education is the absence of
professional teachers in school they were asking to have qualified teacher to teach their young
generation in stander.
P2- Second participant said that lack of textbook in school to student which were do not provide with
text books and most of the student are poor could not afford to buy the text books.
P3- He said that there are no female teacher in girls school cause of this our girls leftover from attending
schools and left uneducated.
Q- How could resolve this problem?
To resolve this problem government should hire female teachers for girl’s school which girls could easy
attend the school.
P4- He also mentioned lack of professional teacher in schools he asked for hiring of professional
teachers in high school to teach their children.
P5- Respondent number five said inadequate textbooks and limited rooms for student as some of them
sitting in open area. He also asked for extra room building and providing of enough textbooks.
P6- Respondent number six were supporting previous mentioned opinions and asking solution form
Government and NGO side.

Part B: Health services
Q1- What are your problems in field of health services?
P1- Participant number one counting numbers of problem saying:


After 12 o’clock clinic don’t functional because of doctors are not in clinic



Patient diagnoses and treatment are do not taken in proper way and no medicine were provided
to them



Clinic don’t have bedrooms

Q- What is the solution for this problem?
R- Relevant governmental ministry could find solution for this problem.

P2- He said in our township clinic do not have female doctors for female diseases diagnoses and
treatment for women there should be separate department for women treatment
P3- Respondent number three said currently our clinic worked half day it should be 24th hours functional
to treat patients.
P4- He mentioned in clinic do not provided medicines
Q- For solution of this problem what to do
First government should provide enough medicines to clinic to give us enough medicine.
P5- This participant said we do need technologist in lab to complete our testing while become sick.
P6- He said in our clinic lack of bedrooms and 24th hours services no proper treatment for solution of
these problem there should be 24th hour services and bedrooms.

Part C- Access to drinking water
Q1- What are your concerning related to drinking water problem.
P1- In this township total of 10,000 plots in house schema has been distributed which out of these 3500
families and 27631 individual populations are living. 107 Hand pumps well dig which do not enough for
the entire population. We are asking for solar system tube well functioning reservoirs to solve the
current problems
P2- Respondent number two said the numbers of population are more and the resources are less.
Q- To resolve this problem what solution suggested.
P2- Water reservoirs and resources to be construct by government and other NGOs
P4- In future project instead of water pump solar functional tube wells and water reservoir to be
constructed.
P3- He suggested in future instead of hand pumps if water reservoir constructed it will be better this
hand pump some time do not functional and easy damaged.
P4- He mentioned the number of population more than existence resources the water could enough.
P5- He confirmed all previous mentioned opinions
P6- He added water is essential important need of living this should resolved by NGOs or Government.

Part e- Access to shelter

P1_ Here many families living in others houses and do not have their own houses and most of them are
widow and orphan.
Q- What are the solutions for such problem?
They should provided with shelter distribute to them plot to build their own houses.
P2_ provided shelter rooms are too small as per passing of the time numbers of household member
increased and could not accommodate in small room. UNHCR, Governmental, and other NGOs should
conceder the points.
P3_ In front of the current constructed shelter there is no balcony, which in both seasons winter and
summer they are in miserable in future planning this, should consider.
P4 _ He said the constructed rooms are very small and people do not have the ability to construct new
big one.
Q_ What is the solution?
In future program planning this should consider as major points.
P5_ He supported previous mentioned points and ads, UNHCR should consider this as a major problem
in the future planning.
P6_ He supporting the previous mentioned points and adding most of the people are poor those they
received plot they do not have capability to build and others they not received plot they could not afford
to buy.

Part g- Access to employment opportunity:
Q- What is your concerned related to employment opportunity?
P1- Majority living of this township are poor, widow and they do not have constant job to work.

These need to established small industry which man and women could work in.
P2- Majority living of this township educated 12th graduates, 14th and bachelor and all of them are un
employed.
P3- As this were mentioned our people are unemployed they should be employed through government
from one side work for government and earned Hallal food for their families.
P4_ People living here are poor and unemployed to facilitate them with job opportunity
P5_ Here in this country no attention paid to poor at all and the lord are enjoying, as this government is
lord run government.
P6_ Here in township most of the people are poor but widow to support.
Q- DO you think returnees and local equally access to services?

P1_ In this township local are not present all of them are returnees and equally received services.
P2_ All living are returnees and equally received services.
P3_He is agreeing with the previous mentioned points and all are returnees equally treated.
P4_ In Shekh Messrey township local community are not exist.
P5_ He is agreeing with the others mentioned points.
P6_ No local resident are here.

Section B: Governance and Participation
Q1- How effective is the government?
P1- The government is effective but they do not play active role in improvement of the township.
P2- He believes the present government very effective if there is no government how could implement
project work, where absence of law there is anarchy.
P3- The government is effective with implementation of justice
P4- The government is effective because it has law and regulation
P5- Respondent number five says that government is effective there benefit more than it is harm
P6_ While here is no government all the daily work will be irregular and people will be in miserable.
Q2- Since the government of Karzai has been elected, what changes have you observed in the areas of
livelihood?
P1- One of the positive changes is that our people live in a peaceful environment and our economy is
improved we have our own shelter.
P2- He mentioned the government has been distributed house schema plot to us and we constructed
our houses
P3- In this selected government significant positive changes occurred in our life in this period we get our
own houses and have own shelter. If government do not distribute houses schema to us what would
been our life and where do we will lived
P4- Many changes has been occurred since the election of the present government in our life while we
came from Pakistan we do lived in tent here and latter by passing the time the government distributes
us the plots and provide us the construction materials and we do built our houses.

P5_ Since the selected government many changes has been occurred in our life our economy are
improved and money rehabilitation projects are implemented.
P6_In selected government many changes have been occurred in our life our economies are improved,
money rehabilitation projects are implemented, and shelter has been provided to us.
Q3_ Are women consulted on important issue?If, Yes what issue? How are they
P1_ Yes we are consulting our women in some work we hearing their advice considering their right.
P2_ We are consulting our women in most of our work because some time they given good advices.
P3_We are not consulting our women because they do not well know about the outdoor matters they
are physically weak.
P4_As women are beauty of our houses they should consulted in most issue.
P5_ He mentioned women are part of our community and they should consult and it is their right we
should not ignored their right.
P6_Asmuch is necessary women should consulted and we do like while getting engagement or marriage
of daughter, sister and son they are consulted.
Q4- How do people get access to information? Regarding rights, laws, policies, and national
institutions?
P1- Some of the people get information from radio about human right, law, policy, national institution,
child right and women right.
P2- They get information from Mosques relative and other sources about human right, women right and
other right.
P3- we get information regarding to right, law, and national resources property from radio also get
information about the mother and father and neighbor right.
P4- We are getting information from our relative, friends and our household member about the laws,
right and national institutions.
P5- We are getting information about the right and law from radio and also about the resources Maine
P 6_He also approved the mentioned opinions for information getting.

Section C: Access to livelihoods/ Social and Economic Security
Q1- How do you feel about the lands, which allocated to the returnees?

P1- The plots have been allocate to returnees we are feeling happiness as they provided with shelter,
which are living.
P2- The people owned their own houses and shelter
P3- We happy as returnees received house plots which they could live in without tension.
P4-Confirmed the abovementioned opinions and saying they have ownership of the plots. P5, P6- They
confirmed the previous mentioned opinions
Q2_Were there problems because some non returnee did not have access to land?
P1- This were governmental land desert and local inhabitant were not here plots has been allocated to
returnee.
P2_ As in this part there were not local community but some families form local community were come
and lived in tent which late they were allocated land in area five (Shagai).
P3- We do not faced any reaction from the local community if there is something in between
government and local community we do not know government may solve it.
P4- All resident of this township are returnees and here is no problem in between.
P5-Since this township has been established and we are living here we do not see local residence here
so here is no problem at all in this regards,
P6_ He confirmed all the mentioned opinions and saying as the people of Surkhroad district are keen,
talent and educated and knowledgeable tribe living in.
Q3- Does the community have problems with crime? If yes, what types of crimes?
P1- Here are no crime we do have regular active Shura which resolve all the problem and disputes while
happened.
P2- I thinks here are some small problem exist like children fighting among themselves.
P3- In north of this township hell which were allocated to grave yard some of the trader interfere to
capture land and sold it to people which were prohibited by us.
P4- Problem are exists some of delinquents distributed desert land as plot and sold to others no one
could prevent them from their criminal. Government relevant department indirectly support them.
P5- Delinquents sold plots to other twice and some case thrice and due to this cause of despite among
the people.

P6- The above mentioned opinions are confirmed by him.
Q4- How do people get access to information? Regarding rights, laws, policies and national
institutions? Who typically commits the crime? (Probe: Men, youth, women) Who typically are the
victims of the crimes?
P1- He says here in township no criminal or crimes are exits.
P2- Here in township no crime and no victims.
P3- Currently no crime existing and previous problem related to plots selling it were resolved by
community elder.
P4- Distributed plots are sold by delinquent
P5- From some falsification persons the poor persons plots those they are not in the township sold to
two three people which make criminal.
P6_ He say there is no criminal in township.
Q5- Is unemployment higher among returnees than non returnees? For example, food-for work and
cash for work project?
P1- In Shekh Massrey township local community are do not exist and all are returnees and all of them
treated the same.
P2- He mentioned up to now here are do not such project implemented to people benefit of it and know
the difference.
P3- The difference in such project Malik and his relative are more benefiting because they introduce
their relative first.
P4- He say the vulnerable people should be more involve in such project if here implemented.
P5-Here are do not such project implemented.
P6_Allpeople are treated same.
Q 6_ Do the community members have more skilled workers than the returnees? (better paying jobs)
P1- AS all resedents of this town ship are returnees all the work has been done by them equally.
P2_ Returnees has people that are more skilled, they gain these skilled in migration outside.
P3_Here are no local community to compare

P4_ Here are no local if compare it with returnees, returnees has people more skilled then local.
P5_ All returnees those they are teacher, guards, government employ or sample resident of township
equal.
P6_ He is supporting the mentioned opinions.

Q7_ Do you belive returnees and non returnees have equal access to services
and resource? If no please give example.
P1_ In township returnees living and local community are not here so all has same access to services
equally.
P2_No differences in between the returnees equally they has access.
P3_ Here are differences like someone who Malik or warlord they if water supply are planned to be
built they try to built it closer to their houses.
P4_He say here are no differences because all has same access.
P5_ He is agree with opinion of number 4
P6_All returnees have equal access to clinic, school and others services.

Section D: Justice and Rule of Law
Q1- Are there differences in the way the community functions now that returnees are living in the
community. For example:
a- The way the community interact with themselves.
P1- We returnees do not have problems in our daily interaction if problem has been creating us
together resolve it.
P2- There is a good behavior among the returnees if member of someone get sick we are praying for
his/her urgent recovery.
P3- The interactions among the returnees and surrounding local community are friendship and
respect others right and honor attending most of the ceremony of each other’s.
P4- we have good interactions among ourselves attend the wedding and death ceremony and help
each others.

P5- He confirmed opinions of all other participants.
P6_ We are attending the ceremony of each other and help
B - The way the community builds and maintains relationships and trust?
P1- Our interactions among returnees based on confidence and reliance that we have on each other.
P2- The residence of Returnees Township have reliance and confidence on each other’s.
P3- He says here in township returnees coordinating among themselves and has confidence and
trust.
P4- His response was here returnees has trust on each other while they are going out of their houses
they informed the neighbors for looking after their houses.
P5- He confirmed the mentioned ideas added that we should keep good relation with our neighbor
community.
P6_ He confirmed all the above mentioned opinions.
C- The way the community support each other during difficult economic times?
P1- Everyone based on his economic strength wants to support with one another.
P2- We supports each other during all kinds of difficulties. If we don’t do so, others might laugh on
us.
P3- I want to clearly mention that when I returned no one helped with me.
P4- He confirmed opinions of P1 and P2.
P5- He also confirmed opinions of P1 and P2 and added that the borrowers not immediately asked
to pay their loans by the borrower.
D- The way the community support each other during the difficult economic times?
P1- In economic problem we help each others because most of the returnees are poor
P2- As mentioned majority of the returnees are poor approximately 95 % in case of death we do
help each other those family which are very poor we collect money for them in charity.
P3- People her are helping each other in term of afford
P4- Neighbors in economical problem helping each other as much as they could afford.

P5- In families whose food item are finished the neighbor help them and borrow them.
P6_ He supported the above mentioned opinions.
E- The way the community resolves disputes among returnees and non-returnees?
P1- As in township close local community are do not exists no disputes in and returnees resolved
their problem them self
P2- Families problems are resolved in the household level and the outside problem resolved by the
community members.
P3 _ Some problem like dispute among two families are resolved by Jargha.
P4_ He say here everyone is busy to work and no one unemployed have not time for dispute.
P5_ Family problem resolved in family and Shura and community resolve other problems.
P6_ Fighting in between the children, which cause dispute, resolved by the influence people of the
community.
e- The way community shares resources
P1_In township all are returnees they are shared resources among them self.
P2_Here resources are equally used as clinic, school and water resources
P3_He supporting mentioned opinions do not has an idea
P4_If family cultivated plants in household compound and they do need for bringing of water to
irrigate the plants, water tanker owner borrow them tanker for bringing water free.
P5_ In township resources are for all and equally are used
P6_ Common resources used by all in time of need private resources also shared for common used.
Q2- How safe is it for women and girls to move around this community?
P1- Here are 100 % save for women and girls to move in this community.
P2- In our community women and girls movement are safe they could travel with confidence and
safety.
P3- He confirmed the mentioned opinions

P4- He confirmed the previously mentioned opinions and say we are all living in same township and
no different in between of our opinion.
P5- Women and girl movement around township is safe no problem at all.
P6_ Our girls and women safe girls without any problem could go to schools.
Q3- What do you think would improve safety of women and girls in this community?
P1- As previous mentioned women and girls are safe and no problem at all.
Q4- Is it safe for men to travel outside the community during the day? Is it safe for men to travel
during the night?
P1- During the daytime travel is common with no problem but during the night as per the way is for
and darkness it may not save.
P2- Traveling around township day and night with no problem and it is safe. If someone has personal
problem they may not travel otherwise people are poor and they busy with their work.
P3- Traveling around township day and night with no problem daytime people travel for work and
night based on the need.
P4- Traveling in daytime for work and night travel only once they have sickness or some other
urgent work happened.
P5, P6- They confirmed the above-mentioned opinions.
Q5- Which groups, is the biggest threat to safety and security?
P1- Here politically no threat are exists, but group of people are here which they kidnapping people
and killing people against earning money.
P2- Few numbers of the insurgent and rebel in upper area of township they disorder the situation.
P3- Recently disorder happened in the township we witness of 5 -6 events, which previous were not
exist.
Q_ How could prevent these events
Government should prevent such event and provide police to township to protect from such cases
P4_ He confirmed the above mentioned opinions
P5_ As this disorder recently happen our township Shura decided to find the criminal and punish
them.

P6_ Here is no problem those they are disorder the situation in this township they will be find and
punish.
Q6- What can the community do to improve the safety and security of the community?
P1- This recently disorder which happened due to kidnappings of children the criminals captured by
community shura and they are in government prison.
P2_ Before was good security and hope in future will be recovered the security.
P3_ He supported the above-mentioned opinions
P4_Our Township Shura active and have close relation with the district centre police they are trying
to have secure and peaceful situation.
P5-He supports the above-mentioned opinions.
P6_ Here no problem from the beginning
Q 7_ Have there been benefits to returnees relocating to your community? What are they? Any
problem? What are they?
Note:
In this township only returnees leaving and local community are not there to asked
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Section A: General and Specific Concerns
Pat A: Education
Q1- What are your concerns regarding education for returnees?
P1- As it is obvious for you that Shaikh Mesri Shargotai is faced with a lot of problems. One
of those problems in field of education is lack of schools, female teachers and professional
(Bachelor degree) teachers at schools. None of the organs have paid attention to our
problems yet. Some of the NGOs have come to our village and asked regarding our
problems but then they have disappeared still today.
P2- One of the major problems of Shaikh Mesri Shargotai is lack of female teachers. As we
are poor people so we can’t pave the ground for our children to enroll them at private
schools where the students are taught based on standard systems and transportation
system is also provided for the students. I ask from the government high ranking officials to
visit from our region in order to observe our problems and then find solution ways for our
major problems. So once again I home that official may pay attention to my request and
could visit our region.
P3- I want to share my view with you regarding our problems in this section. In my point of
view the quality of teaching has been improved compared with the past years but one of the
major problems of our people especially girls of this village is lack of female teachers at
schools because most of the villagers do not allow their children attend school when their
daughters become youth due to inexistence of female teachers in our schools. However my
father is Malik of this village but he doesn’t allow his adult daughters to attend the school
due to problem as mentioned above. The girls are only allowed to study two or three classes
and when they become youngster, they are generally forbidden by their parents from
attending to school due to lack of female teachers.
P4- One of the problems of our children in this field is lack of professional and expert
teachers at schools because generally when we enroll our children to schools they are very
small but the teachers do not know how to behave with small children. Most of their
teachers punish them by different reasons. As a result of punishments our children become
disheartened from attending to school because they are very frightened from their teachers.
However the teachers should select other ways in order to teach the students properly
because the man kind can be taught be speech and the stick and heavy punishment is for
animals like donkey to lead him on the way.

P5- Before the establishment of Karzia’s administration we lived in Islamic Republic of Iran
where both me and my husband sought the knowledge there. When the Karzai’s
administration established we came to our own country and now I am persuading my
children to seek the knowledge in order to be active members of their society and could
take part in reconstruction of our homeland through the acquisition of knowledge. I hope
that our country be a promoted country like other countries of the work and it is possible
only through seeking of knowledge so I ask from the government to pave the ground for our
children and their school in order to be taught based on standard methods.

Part B: Health Services
Q1- What are your concerns related to health services for the returnees?
Part C: Access to drinking water
P1- We have also some problems in this field as well. We can’t cultivate flowers and other
fruitful vegetables on our lands due to lack of water. Our homes are located upper than the
level of the river so we can’t utilize from the river water for irrigation purposes. I ask from
the government and other NGOs to provide us modern equipments through which we could
provide irrigation water for our gardens and crops. Increasing of crops has two benefits.
From one hand we will earn money by purchasing of our farming crops and from other hand
it will increase the level of our exports to foreign countries. Poorness and poverty is one of
the major obstacles against our farming affairs because we can’t afford to provide us
irrigation water without assistance of the government and other organs.
P2- We are faced with a lot of problems regarding access to drinking water. Some of the
NGOs have excavated wells near to the homes of wealthy people but they are located far
from our homes. We have to bring water from the mentioned water pumps and wells during
the night which is very difficult for us. So I ask from the mentioned organizations to
excavate a well for every two or three homes in our own village in order to resolve our
problem in this field.
P3- one of the problems of the villagers regarding access to drinking water is that our wells
are excavated next to our toilets. We have been able to treat the water by chlorine or other
chemicals so the quality of water has deteriorated. I ask from the government and other
related NGOs to provide us chemical substances such as chlorine for purification and

treating of our water in order to prevent our children against infectious diseases that are
transferred by drinking of contaminated water.
P4- There aren’t enough wells in this region, so we are faced with lack of water. Yesterday a
conflict occurred between the residents of this village on the turn of water. The conflict
became more serious and as a result of the combat between two involved parties; one
person died and some others were injured. So I ask from the government to increase the
number of wells and water pumps in this area in order to resolve our problem in this field.
P5- A large numbers of households are living in the region where we are living but all of
them use the same one well for providing of drinking water for their homes consumptions.
The people make queues on the lines up in order to bring water for their families. So I ask
from the government to excavate at least a well on every three or four households in order
to resolve our problems in this sphere. Excavation of a well next to our home is very
necessary because our home is located very far from the wells and water resources.

Section B: Governance and Participation
Q1- How effective is the government?
P1- In my point of view the government is effective because of some promotion that have
occurred but in spite of that the current government has a lot of problems either. One of the
effectiveness of this government is this issue that our children can attend the school and
seek the knowledge but they couldn’t attend the school during the regime of the Taliban.
The current government can’t implement the law for instance when two person fight with
each other the person who is wealthy will win the fight but the poor person will be punished
however he might be sinless. Those who are wealthy in this region they are safe and secure
but poor people are faced with a lot of difficulties.
P2- I am very happy from the current government because a lot of positive changes have
occurred since the establishment of this government. Reconstruction of schools, mosques,
roads and other public places are major examples that reveal the effectiveness of the
current government. In addition the government donated a plot of land after our
repatriation from the Pakistan and now we have private shelter in this area. If we compare
it with the Taliban regime this government is very effective because in the past there wasn’t
any building in this area but after the establishment of this government this town was built
for returnees under the name of Shaikh Mesri Shargotai.

P4- I am very happy from the current government because I was donated a plot of land for
preparation of a shelter for my family. In addition during the current government some
clinics, mosques, and schools were either reconstructed or newly built. But still our roads
are not asphalted. The mosques were established as the Muslims could say their five times
prayers. Once again I want to repeat my satisfaction from the current government because
we didn’t had private home in the past but now we have a private shelter. So I ask from all
of the people to cooperate with the current government in order to be more effective in the
future.
P5- From one hand I am satisfied from the current government because the ground has
been paved for our children to seek the knowledge and also there are some kindergartens
that our babies are kept and bred. But from other hand I am dissatisfied as well because
there is no security in this region. A lot of cases of murdering and kidnapping occur daily in
this area but the government has not been able to protect our properties and our bodies
yet. I hope that the government be more effective in the future and it is not possible
without cooperation of the people.
Q2- Since the government has been elected what changes have you observed in
areas of livelihood?
P5- I am very dissatisfied from the current government because If we join with the Taliban
then the government and foreign forces do not permit us to live and they will either kill or
put us into the jail but if we join with the government then the Taliban will not leave us alive
either we will be killed or punished under the name of the spy by the Taliban. So we are
shocked that what we should do. When a person is killed while assisting with the
government then his funeral prayer is not performed but if any Mullah performs his funeral
prayer his ear will be amputated by the Taliban.
P1- I am very satisfied from the current government because I have a happy life in this area
and since the establishment of the present government a lot of positive changes have
occurred in areas of livelihood. For example reconstruction of mosques, roads, bridges,
schools and providing of shelters for the returnees are major examples of positive changes
since the government has been established. In the past no one could cross from this area
because a lot of criminal cases such as murdering, theft and other cases occurred in this
area but now it is a town under the name of Shaikh Mesri Shargotai.
P2- I am not satisfied from this government because there is no chance for poor and needy
people such as widows and orphans to be cooperated by this government. I am homeless

an live under the tent but the government hasn’t allocated a plot of land in order to provide
a shelter for myself. When I refer to the government there are security guards who don’t
allow me to present my petition to high raking governmental officials. The government is
efficient only for the wealthy people not for the poor and needy ones.
P3- I am dissatisfied form the present government because I am a poor person and live in
poverty in Shaikh Mesri Shargotai. One night the foreign forces came and searched our
home. They took my husband with themselves but when I referred to the government and
asked their assistance regarding this issue the government authorities told me that it is
their own duty to perform night raids and patrol we can’t prevent them from their
operations. On that time I cried a lot and I taught that it is not an Islamic government
because it is my own country but it is controlled and administered by the foreign forces.
P4- I am entirely dissatisfied from the current government because when we returned to
Afghanistan I started living in Shaikh Mesri Shargotai along with my husband, my son and
two daughters. After our repatriation my son joined with Afghanistan National Army but
after some while my husband was arrested by the Taliban under the pretext that our son
had joined with ANA. The Taliban killed my husband due to this issue. My son was also killed
by a mine during an operation. But then the government allocated some money due to
martyrdom of my son in order to run our life by that amount of money. Now I am living
along with my daughters in this area.
Q3- Are the women consulted on important issues? If yes, what issues? How are
they?
P1- At the present era some of the people who are living in the cities consult with women.
Some of the women who have high ranking positions such as members of parliament, heads
of women affairs are consulted on some of the issues. Those who are living in the cities
consult with women on some issues for instance they women are consulted regarding their
marriage but so far I haven’t been witness of anyone that would have asked his daughter
regarding her engagement and marriage.
P2-The women of this village have not been consulted regarding any issue in this region yet.
None of the parliament members have visited from this village in order to ask the living
condition of the women in this area. But when the time of parliament election apporoaches
then they come to our area and ask regarding our problems and instead of vote for them
they promise doing of some works for women but when they are elected they never come
back to this area.

P3- I am satisfied and meanwhile dissatisfied from the current government. I am
dissatisfied because we are poor and needy people but the foreign forces sometimes come
and willfully check our homes an arrest our men under the name of terrorist and put them
into the jail. In addition they destroy our home items as well. We are poor and needy and
due to the same poorness we live in this area but the foreign forces come to our homes and
search them under the different pretexts and based on wrong information by some of the
people.
P4- It is obvious that in all parts of Afghanistan the women are under the pressure and
cruelty of men. In Shaikh Mesri Shargotai there are both educated and uneducated people
but there is no difference between them because all of the people oppress on the women.
Even that in this are the women are responsible to graze the animals and I think it is an
example of violence against women. There is not any one to eradicate the violence from this
area but I ask from the government to eradicate the violence against women in our region.
P5- There are some families who sell their daughters against some amount of money. My
mean is that they take a lot of dowry and cash money from the family of the groom and as
a result of this issue their daughter’s life deteriorates in the future. I ask from government
to prevent such kind of illegal customs which common among the residents of this area. I
hope that almighty Allah may wipe out these illegal and unlawful customs among the
people.

P3- In this area as it is custom of all Pashtuns to practice baad. Some ago a dispute
occurred between two villagers and their dispute changed to conflict and as a result of that
conflict one of them shot dead the second one. After some while they referred to elders of
the village. Elders of the village held a Jirga (summit) in which they decided that the
murderer had to submit one of his daughters to the family of the murdered body along with
a cow, oil, rice and other foodstuff. Practicing of baad is unlawful in Islam but the people
still repeat this illegal custom in this area.

Section C: Access to livelihood, social and economic security
Q1- How do you feel about the land was allocated to the returnees?

P1- We are very happy that the government allocated lands as we could prepare shelters for
ourselves in this area.
P2- We are very happy that we are living in our private homes without tensions and our live
runs quite normal.
P3- We are very happy and satisfied from the government due to allocation of lands for us
and we will be close partners of the government in the future.
P4- I am very happy that Afghanistan was rehabilitated once again. From one hand the
deserts were reconstructed homes and from other hand the people who were homeless they
could achieve private homes.
P5- We are very happy from the our government and other NGOs who donated us lands and
provided shelters for us.
Q2- How safe is for women and girls to move around the community?
P1- This area is entirely safe for women to move around without fear. They can move
around confidently.
P2- This region is entirely secure and safe for women so we can attend in all grief and
pleasure ceremonies that occur in our region.
P3- We have a good life in this area because our girls and women are entirely freed and
they can move freely around the community.
P4- There is not any kind of problem against women to move around the community.
P5- All of the women of this village can participate in all kinds of ceremonies whether it
is grief or pleasure ceremony they can freely move around the community.
Q4- Is it safe for men to travel outside the community during the day? Is it safe
for men to travel?
P1- There is no problem during the day and the men can freely move around during the
day but during the night due to presence of racketeering they can’t travel outside of
community during the night.
P2- The region is 100 percent during the day but it is obvious that during the night and
darkness it is difficult to travel outside of community.

P3- The third participant confirmed views of other participants.
P4- The men can’t travel during the night. But if necessary then they can’t arrive on
time because our roads are not asphalted so it is another obstacle against travel or men
during the night.
P5- The men are able to travel both during the day and night but as it is obvious the
people will be frightened to travel during the night.
Q6- What can the community do to improve the safety and security of the
community?
P1- The people should be preached and informed from the Islamic rules and should not
be allowed to trample rights of one another. They should have fear from Almighty Allah
and shouldn’t oppress on each other.
P2- If the people are informed from the Islamic and Sharia Law then we won’t be
witness of such problems in our society any longer.
P3- We ourselves should not betray with anyone and also it is our duty to prevent other
from such kind of action.
P4- The residents of communities should be informed and educated by different
meanings in order to improved security and safety in the region.
P5- In my point of view by increasing of the police checkpoints and assignment of some
elders in order to maintain security, justice and implement the law in the region we can
improve the safety and security of this area.

Section E: Gender based violence
Q 1: without mentioning any names or indicating anyone specific, Can you tell
me what kinds of incidents of violence against women and girls take place in
the community?
P1- The first participant in response to the aforementioned question said that there are a
lot of cases of violence against women in this region. Most of the people purchase their

daughters against some amount of money and some of them practice baad as well. So I
ask from the government to wipe out such kind of customs from our society by holding
of public awareness workshops and through preach of Mullah Imams.
P2- In our region most of the people purchase their daughters and sisters against some
amount of money which is an illegal action in Islam so I ask from the human rights
commission to hold awareness workshops for the people where they should be trained
and convinced that not to performed this action.
P3- the third participant confirmed views of the first participant.
P4- According to the statements of this participant she hasn’t been witness of any case
of violence against women in this region yet.
P5- Based on statement of this participant the people of this area bring difference
between their daughters and sons because they pave the ground for their sons to seek
the knowledge and continue their studies but they don’t allow to their daughters and
sisters to be educated. So I ask from the human rights commission to hold public
awareness workshops and resolve the problems of the women in this field.
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Section A: General and Specific Concerns
Pat A: Education
Q1- What are your concerns regarding education for returnees?
P1. There is not electricity in schools
*. What do you think what is solution for this problem?
I think Ministry of education should find solution for it.
P2. There is lack of education institutes, books and etc.
*. What is solution for this problem?
They should give books on its due time and should make training courses.
P3. Our school doesn’t have campus.
*. What is solution for this problem?
Ministry of Education should make campus for it.
P4. We have classes but we don’t have teachers for it.
*. What is solution for this problem?
Ministry of education should employ more teachers.
P5. There is no playground and park for students.
*. What is solution for this problem?
Ministry of Education should bring toys and should build a play ground for these students.

Part B: Health Services
Q1- What are your concerns regarding health services for the returnees?
P1. (3500) families are living here on average each family has (7) members but still our
clinic is BHC.
*. What is solution for this problem?
I request to promote our clinic from BHC to CHC and should work (24) hrs.
P2. Our clinic has expanded area but still there is lack of sufficient building.
*. What is solution for this problem?

I request from government and NGOs to build more rooms and wards like gynecology
and obstetrics ward.
P3. If we are having patients during late hours, than there is no doctors.
*. What is solution for this problem?
Our clinic should offer (24) hrs services.
P4. Our clinic doesn’t have ambulance to carry urgent patients.
*. What is solution for this problem?
I request from government and other NGOs to give us ambulance.
P5. During nights no one is on duty; clinic is locked and we are facing lots of problems.
*. What is solution for this problem?
Government should prepare the possibilities and facilities for doctors to offer their
services during the nights too.
Part C: Access to drinking water.
Q1- What are your concerns regarding access to potable water for the returnees?
P1. We don’t have river, spring and etc; there is lack of tools to extract water from earth
our hand pumps are effective for extracting water.
*. What is solution for this problem?
In every region government and NGOs should build six huge containers for water; and I
request to supply water through pipelines to our homes.
P2. Our wells are hand pumps are destroyed.
*. What is solution for this problem?
I request to build huge containers and to repair these hand pumps.
P3. I am agreeing with my friends.
P4. We have problems, because resources of water are very far from us and it very difficult
to bring water from those far places.
*. What is solution for this problem?
To build hand pumps near to our homes.
P5. There is lack of solar containers for water.
*. What is solution for this problem?

I request from government and NGOs to build solar containers for water; and to supply
water through pipeline to our homes.
Part E: Access to Shelter.
Q1- what are you concerns regarding shelter?
P1. NGOs have built just two rooms for us which are not sufficient.
*. What is solution for this problem?
I request to build more rooms for families who have more members.
P2. Our rooms are very small.
*. What is solution for this problem?
I request to enlarge our rooms along with balcony.
P3. Our rooms are small and they don’t have peek too
P4. I do agree with my friends.
P5. In plat (2 to 3) families are living, though they build shelter for one family.
*. What is solution for this problem?
Whoever precedes this program should build rooms for each family; and should solve our
other problems too.

Section B: Governance and Participation
Q1- How effective is the government?
P1. To some extent our government is effective, because we have parliament, judiciary,
military and other systems.
P2. Our government is good, because they have brought security and they have also given
us plats.
P3. Government is very important, because where there is government there is security,
education and progress.
P4. Government has positive and negative aspects, though positive aspects are more than
negative as we see that now we have many people with bachelor degree.
P5. Government is (50%) good and (50%) bad, because educational sector has developed
but corruption is also on its peak.
Q2- Since the government has been elected what changes have you observed in
areas of livelihood?

P1. This city has been made during this government which is a positive change in our life.
P2. Due to this elected government I have been persuaded to come to Afghanistan.
P3. During this elected government education has improved that is why now everyone
seeks knowledge and they have jobs too.
P4. During this elected government I became owner of a home.
P5. During this elected government Afghanistan has improved more; many reconstruction
projects have been implemented.
Q3- Are the women consulted on important issues? If yes, what issues? How are
they?
P1. I do consult with my wife about the education of our children and other family related
issues.
P2. Without permission of wife even I can’t drink water that is why I consult her in different
sectors of life.
P3. I do consult with my wife regarding the education of our children and some other
improvements which occurs in our family.
P4. I do agree with my friends.
P5. I do consult with women especially when there is issue to marry our daughters of sons.
Q4- How do people get access to information? Regarding rights, laws, policies and
national institutions?
P1. We get information through radio, mobile, TV, news papers and attending workshops.
P2. We listen to NEWS and sometimes through TVs we get information.
P3. We get information through radio and sometimes in Masjieds we are talking about
human rights and policies.
P4. I do agree with my fellows.
P5. Through radio I get information regarding rights, laws and policies.

Section C: Access to livelihood, social and economic security
Q1- How do you feel about the land was allocated to the returnees?
P1. I am happy that I have shelter for my children; now I have my own home.
P2. I am very happy that we are given land; because in past even we didn’t have.
P3. I am very happy from my government that they give me land to build home in it.

P4. If I was not given plat here, than I was going to go to (Shirzad) village, though
situation is very bad there.
P5. I do agree with my fellows.
Q2- Were there problems because some non-returnees didn’t have access to land?
P1. Here we don’t have non returnees, and still we haven’t faced any problem regarding
that.
P2. I haven’t faced any problem regarding this issue because there is no non-returnee.
P3. I am agreeing with my friends.
P4. I am also agreeing with my friends.
P5. I have just come from (Saudi Arabia), but as per my family’s saying they haven’t faced
any problem.
Q3- Does the community have problems with crime? If yes, what types of crime?
P1. In our society there is no crime and problem.
P2. I also haven’t seen any crime.
P3. There is problem with kidnapping; a doctor was kidnapped but after some days he was
released in exchange to money.
P4. In our region there is no problem, but there may be problem in (Shaikh Mesrey).
P5. I do agree with my friends.
Q4- How do people get access to information regarding rights, laws, policies and
national institutions? Who typically commit the crimes (probe: men, youth,
women) who typically are victims of crimes?
P1. As we mentioned before there is no crime.
P2. Here no one is malicious to others and no one commits crime.
P3. Some fathers commit malicious acts; like they are performing heavy activities on their
children and sometimes they are selling their daughters.
P4. In my point of view criminal is the one who is drug smuggler and through this
smuggling he harms our young generation.
P5. I do agree with my friends.
Q5- Is unemployment higher among returnees than non-returnees? For example
food for work and food for cash projects?
P1. There are no local people (Shaikh Mesrey).

P2. We haven’t seen work for food or cash.
P3. We are doing daily wage activities; no one hires us.
P4. Some companies are working here, but they are hiring those people who have
reference.
P5. If there is work in any area so we select one person from each family who belongs to
that area.
Q6- Do the community members have more skilled workers than the returnees?
P1. As we mentioned before that there are no local people; but returnees are very expert.
P2. We have faced many problems during migration; now they are good experience for us.
P3. I do agree with my friends.
P4. Returnees are educated and experienced; because they have learned different things
during migration.
P5. Whoever has come from Pakistan is more experienced and educated that is why they
have good salaries now.
Q7- Do you believe that returnees and non-returnees have equal access to
services and resources? If no, please give examples.
P1. We said that there are no local people and returnees are equal.
P2. Services and resources are just for returnees, because there are no local people.
P3. I do agree with my friends.
P4. Our resources are shared and there is no difference.
P5. I do agree with my friends.
Section D: Justice and Rule of Law
Q1 Are there differences in the way the community functions now that returnees
are living in the community? For example
A. The way the community interact among themselves.
P1. We are united and we help each other.
P2. Our grief and happiness are shared.
P3. We ask each other, if someone is in need we are helping him.
P4. I do agree with my friends.
P5. I am also agreeing with my friends.

B. What The way the community builds and maintain relationships and trust.
P1. We have good relations, and we trust each other.
P2. When a family is going somewhere they put forward the responsibility of their home to
their neighbors and this is a sign of trust.
P3. I do agree with my friends.
P4. We have good relation and we trust each other and we share our grief and happiness.
P5. Good relation and trust has become our habit.
C. The way the community support each other during difficult economic times
P1. We help each other if we need something, like if someone’s foods finishes so his
neighbor is helping him.
P2. If someone has urgent patient other people are helping him through landing money or
through giving (Zakath).
P3. We help each other whether it is grief or happiness.
P4. I do agree with my friends.
P5. If someone has wedding still we are helping him.
D. The way the community resolve disputes between returnees and nonreturnees?
P1. There are no local people, but everyone is trying to solve the problems as much as he
can.
P2. We are solving our family problems inside homes but if there is a big problem than we
refer to (Jirga).
P3. I do agree with my friends.
P4. In our area there are no local people and we are solving our problems in our homes.
P5. I do agree with my friends.
E. The way the community share resources
P1. We do share our resources for example if someone has generator he is sharing with
others.
P2. We have share resources like water pumps and etc.
P3. We have equal access to resources.
P4. I do agree with the above views.

P5. I am also agree with above viewls.
Q2- How safe is for women and girls to move around the community?
P1. Women are safe (100%); they can attend whether it is grief or happiness.
P2. There is no problem for women while moving around the community.
P3. There is no problem for women while moving around the community.
P4. I am agreeing with my friends.
P5. Our women and girls are moving with full confident around the community even
during late night they are bringing water from hand pumps.
Q3- What do you think would improve safety of women and girls in this
community?
P1. As I mentioned before that our women and girls are (100%) safe and there is no
problem.
P2. I do agree with my friend.
P3. I don’t want to answer this question.
P4. There is no problem regarding our women and girls.
P5. I do agree with my friends.
Q4- Is it safe for men to travel outside the community during the day? Is it safe
for men to travel?
P1. During the day there is no problem and I haven’t been somewhere during the night
that is why I don’t know.
P2. During the night there might be some problem.
P3. During the day there no problem, but at night there may be.
P4. If someone has problem like patient or etc may get out during the night otherwise
traveling during the night may dangerous.
P5. I do agree with my friends.
Q5- Which group is the biggest threat to safety and security?
P1. There is no threat to our security and we are living in harmony.
P2. I do agree with my friend.

P3. As they mentioned we are living in harmony and no one creates problem.
P4. We have our own (Shura) and they have developed some rules no one can disobey.
P5. As we are living in same place everyone knows their path.
Q6- What can the community do to improve the safety and security of the
community?
P1. We repeated this many time that there is no problem.
P2. I do agree with my friend.
P3. Bringing security is the responsibility of military and police but they are just
protecting their selves.
P4. There is full security and people are living in harmony.
P5. I do agree with my friends.
Q7- Have there been benefits to returnees relocating to your community? What
are they? Are there any problems? What are they?
P1. With repatriation of returnees many places have been populated and constructed.
P2.With repatriation of returnees many new skills came to Afghanistan from which
people are benefited.
P3. I do agree with my friends.
P4. I am also agreeing with my friends.
P5. With repatriation of returnees many new technologies came to Afghanistan and
people are benefited from new techniques and information.
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Section A: General and Specific Concerns
Pat A: Education
Q1- What are your concerns regarding education for returnees?
P1. We have difficulties with education one of them is with our girls and they have no
female teachers. We request the government to provide female teachers and female
sources, in order to be our female educated and to provide transport facilities while they are
going to learn education.
P2. Our biggest problem is regarding to education and it is only about the girls. These
schools have lots of difficulties like school’s surrounding, because our girls are not safe to
study. We request government to provide the all facilities for girls school.
P3. Our school doesn’t have water system and reserve in all three schools. the school
students bring water with them and it doesn’t fulfill their need. We request the government
to assist or solve regarding this issues in order to vanish this problem.
P4. The teenage girls are not allowed to join the schools through their parents, because
there are no female teachers. The solution way is to hire female teachers for our girls to
carry on their studies easily.
P5. There are students who just studied up to class seventh and ninth, because there are
no high schools to carry on their further education, so that we request to permit us to start
high schools. The students who are poor they can’t join district schools, but those who are
rich they can go to the district school and this cause the students to leave the schools and
their future will be dark. The government and other welfare organization are honorable
requested to establish the high schools for our boys and girls.
Part B: Health Services
Q1- What are your concerns related to health services for the returnees?
P1. We have lots of difficulties related to health services like the doctors come from 8am to
12pm and we can’t cure our patient on time, so that we request the government to
establish a twenty four hours hospital.
P2. Our clinic doesn’t have female doctors and it doesn’t have 24 hours of services with
having no beds. For these problems we wish to have female doctors and 24 hours of
services.
P3. Our problems are related to health, because we are not properly cured on time.
Whenever we face with an emergent patient we must take him/her to the city hospitals.

P4. We have lots of difficulties and our main problem is related to health. Our clinic doesn’t
have medical libratory and no treatment. The way to solution is, establishing equipped
libratory for us to have the ability to test all examination.

P5. The clinic which is only for women are in Shaikh Mesri and it is all workers are female
and it has no branches for men, so that we need to have a male clinic to have all treatment.
Part C: Access to drinking water
Q1- What are your concerns regarding access to potable water for the returnees?
P1. We have difficulties regarding to water and the tube wells are located far from our
house and it will be better to have wells near to our houses and we need to have two tube
wells for all of our people. We request the government to provide hand pumps.
P2. As the above person mentioned that we have problems with sufficient drinking water.
There are eleven water stores in this village and it is insufficient for 1886 houses. For
solving this problem we request the government to provide us sufficient drinking water for
our people.
P3. We are in trouble with access to drinking water, because there are more people living
here and we fight with each other for water. The solution water is to provide more water
store for water, so we request the government or NGOs to help our people in this regard.
P4. I think our main problem is related to water I confirm the above person’s view.
P5. The main problem which we daily face is related to water, I think the water store should
be increased as the UNHCR made us 20 hand pumps and 5 tube wells. Eventually no one
concentrate on this issue. We have requested to provide hand pumps instead of solar tube
wells, but no one has fulfilled our request.
Q2- Do you believe that returnees and non-returnees have equal access to
services and resources?
Views of all participants: There are no non-returnees living in this village. This village has
been provided and distributed to returnees eight years before. The returnees who live in
this village came from Pakistan and most of them are from Sherzad, Khogyani, Hesarak and
Shiwar which contain 3500 families and all have equal access to the services and resources.
Q3. If no, why? Give examples
Views of all participants: the non-returnees are not living here and all are returnees and
we have no problems with each other.
Q4- If no, what could be done to give everyone equal access?
Views of all participants: As I mentioned before that there are no local resident and we
the returnees have equal access to services and resources.

Section B: Governance and Participation
Q1- How effective is the government?
P1. The current government is effective and active, because we have returned during this
government and they gave us the flats and shelters.
P2. This government is effective, because they have given us flats and other properties, if
so we would live in rental houses, however it is negative point is not building Islamic
Madrasa and mosques.
P3. This government is effective, because it gave us flats and makes us schools and many
more facilities they have provided, however every governmental establishments have
weakness and strength points and the government doesn’t concentrate on like water, clinics
and education sectors.
P4. Our country has developed since the ten years, however for the last three decades
there was civil war. Many people have come to Afghanistan and work for rehabilitation. This
government is working on reconstruction and implementing the projects.
P5. I agree with the above views.
Q2- Since the government has been elected what changes have you observed in
areas of livelihood?
P1. We have seen many positive changes during the current government, such as having
private houses and before I was a labor and recent I am a Mullah (Islamic leader) and
worshiping my Allah or teaching the children in the mosque.
P2. I have seen more than 80% of changes in this government e.g. returning to our
homeland and building this village however this village was a desert and it is due the
current government.
P3. We have received lands and other construction materials and this is a positive changes
for us. Our sons are working with national army or national police with high salaries.
P4. I confirm the first person’s view. We have cozy life, because the infrastructure has take
place during the current government.
P5. For the first time we had live under the tents and having lots of difficulties, like flood
and storms which destroyed our tents, eventually the government donate us flats and we
made houses, clinics and schools.
Q3- Are the women consulted on important issues? If yes, what issues? How are
they?
P1. There is the right of women in Islamic law to be consulted in all aspects of life. We are
ordered to share all the ideas with the women.

P2. I all the time consult with my wife like making relation with others, treatments of the
patients where to threat and attending the parties.
P3. It is good to consult with the women; women are the builder of the houses, so that we
must consult with the women in the all issues.
P4. I never consult with women, whether it is important or unimportant. I do what I want,
because they have incomplete mind and to consult with the women create negative
chances.
P5. It is important to consult with women in all aspects of life, because women are the
important member of the houses, so that to consult with women are important.

Q4- How do people get access to information? Regarding rights, laws, policies and
national institutions?
P1. The people get access to information regarding the right, laws policies and national
institution through radio, clerical leader, television, friends and newspaper.
P2. We all the time get access to information regarding the right, laws policies and national
institution through radio.
P3. The community members get access to these regards through mobiles, radio and other
relatives.
P4. I confirm the first person’s idea.
P5. We get access to information regarding the right, laws policies and national institution
through radio, clerical leader, television, friends and newspaper.

Section C: Access to livelihood, social and economic security
Q1- How do you feel about the land was allocated to the returnees?
P1. We the returnees are satisfy from the government to distribute us the flats and we now
we are owned the houses.
P2. We are happy that the government donates us flats and now we spend our life without
any tension.
P3. We have good contribution with the government, because they give us flats.
P4. i have the same idea as the first person has.
Q2- Were there problems because some non-returnees didn’t have access to land?
P1. At the beginning the people of Sarkhroad objected many times and they try a lot not to
permit us to live here, but the government specified their rights, so now there are no
tentions to live here.

P2. The problems which were created are solved now and there are no difficulties among
returnees and non-returnees.
P3. P4. We have the same idea and we can add to this point that we the returnees and
non-returnees have good relation and contribution with each other.
P5. We have good relation and respect each other. There are no difficulties among the
returnees and non-returnees.
Q4- Who typically commits the crimes? (Probe: men, youth, women). Who
typically are the victims of the crime?
Views of all participants: The men and women are the victims of the crime and they
have committed the crimes too and it is due to water and land or to increase more water
stores.
Q5- Is unemployment higher among returnees than non-returnees? For example
food for work and food for cash projects?
Views of all participants: the village has been made seven years ago especially for
returnees and there are no local residents live here.
Q6- Do the community members have more skilled workers than the returnees?
P2. The returnees are more skilled as compare to non-returnees.
P3. The returnees faced many difficult situations and they got skill from those situations
and they are able to work in different fields.
P4. The returnees got skill while they were in foreign countries and they have contact or
relation with everyone and they have access to each service.
P5. We have seen the respect, union, brotherhood and importance in Pakistan.
Q7- Do you believe that returnees and non-returnees have equal access to
services and resources? If no, please give examples.
Views of all participants: There are no non-returnees living in this village and there are
Section D: Justice and Rule of Law
Q1 Are there differences in the way the community functions now that returnees
are living in the community? For example
F. The way the community interact among themselves.
Views of all participants: There are no non-returnees living here and we have no relation
with the non-returnees, because they are not living with us.

Q2- How safe is for women and girls to move around the community?
P1. The girls and women are safe to move around the community.
P2. The women and girls are 100% safe to participate in different parties.
P3. My opinions are the second person’s idea are the same.
P4. The women are girls are safe while they move in different parties without any fears.
P5. More then 200 girls and women are moving to all parties in this way and they have no
problems.
Q4- Is it safe for men to travel outside the community during the day? Is it safe
for men to travel?
P1. There is no problem with men to travel during the day and it is difficult to travel during
the night, due to the muggers.
P2. It is 100% safe during the day, and it is vivid to fear during the night due to the dark
nights.
P3. I agree with the above person.
P4. Our roads are asphalted and whenever we face patient during the night we can’t move
quickly to the hospital on time. The roads should be asphalted to have secure travel during
the day and night.
P5. I can travel during the day and night securely, but I sometimes feel scare during the
night.
Q5- Which group is the biggest threat to safety and security?
Views of all participants: There is no threat to safety and security; it is completely safe
and secure.
Q6- What can the community do to improve the safety and security of the
community?
P1. We are informed through the clerical leaders in the mosques about the law, rights, and
the rules of Islam and Allah.
P2. We get must have information regarding to Islamic law and other incoming difficulties.
P3. I have the same idea as person second had.
P4. This community needs to be corrected and the community members should lead to
amendment.

P5. The security police, check posts and village elders work on maintaining the laws and
security.
Q7- Have there been benefits to returnees relocating to your community? What
are they? Are there any problems? What are they?
Views of all participants: this question refers to the non-returnees, there are no nonreturnees and this question has stopped.

